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Source: Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.

Brexit & the UK economy

What are the likely outcomes? What is
the impact on the economy and
markets. The UK is nearing it’s exit,
but an election is needed to
empower the government.

Trade wars to continue

Despite much optimism around talks,
the US and China have escalated the
conflict. A trade deal may still be
reached, but it will take more time.

Can Central Banks save 
the day?

The US economy is nearing the end of
its cycle causing growth to slow.
Political risk is not helping, causing
market sentiment to be hit. Central
Banks seems ready to ease policy
again, but do they have enough
tools left?

Global macroeconomic outlook

Three key questions for investors



Brexit



Market impact: Sterling has been the key barometer
Sterling vs. probability of no-deal Brexit in 2019
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Source: Betfair Exchange. Schroders calculations. 11 November 2019.



The populism election: fiscal stimulus is coming
Beyond Brexit, both Conservatives and Labour are ready to spend big
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Source: Schroders Economics Group. Cartoons: Brookes Cartoon, David Parkins. All rights reserved.



Conservative party on course for a majority victory
However, a three point swing to Labour would be enough for a hung parliament
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Source: Wikipedia. Schroders calculations. 2 December 2019.
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How might Brexit play-out?
Scenario analysis
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Source: Schroders Economics Group. 23 October 2019.

Post-transition
Hard Brexit

Unique trade deal
3rd party customs arrangement

No free movement of labour

Cliff-edge Brexit
WTO rules only

Limbo-Brexit
Transition period becomes 

status-quo

Post-transition
Soft Brexit

Remain in the single market  
Remain in the customs union with 

free movement of labour

Transition period
(To end of 2020?)

Assuming ongoing access to 
single market & customs union

Remain in the EU
Current relationship continues

Divorce negotiations
Deal or no deal?



UK Manufacturing PMI: Inventories New orders minus inventories signal lower output

Activity in all sectors is falling
PMIs and CBI surveys suggest the economy is very close to recession
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Markit, ONS, CBI, Schroders Economics Group. 29 November 2019.



Current environment surveys Forward looking surveys

UK CFOs are very gloomy over business prospects
Investment and spending plans have been slashed as profitability dips
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Deloitte CFO survey, Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.



UK Manufacturing PMI: Inventories New orders minus inventories signal lower output

Brexit has also prompted record stockpiling 
High inventories may be unwound with a fall in output in the near future
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, ONS, Markit, Schroders Economics Group. 29 November 2019.



UK house prices are struggling to make gains
Range of house price indices
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, ONS, Halifax, Nationwide, LSL/ACAD. Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.



Analysing the bilateral and wider impact

Trade wars to continue
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Source: South China Morning Post (image – all rights reserved). Schroders Economics Group. 17 July 2019

Are we close to a trade truce?

Are we close to a 
trade truce?

Talks between Washington and 
Beijing to discuss a permanent 

deal ended abruptly as China was 
accused of backtracking on 

previously agreed terms.

The US have announced new 10% 
tariffs on the remaining import of 

goods from China ($300bn), in 
addition to the existing 20% tariffs 

on the first $200bn.

China has retaliated is demanding 
the removal of all tariffs before an 

agreement can be reached. 



Global trade is already very weak
Tariffs have hit trade, but there is more to come
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.
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Source: OECD TiVA, Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 6 April 2018. *Estimates based on 2011 data

Trade war spill over effects
A trade war between the US and China will impact third parties



Is China slowing by more than GDP suggests?
Schroders China Activity Index
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 9 October 2019.
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.

Manufacturing has led the slowdown, but services also slowing
Purchasing managers’ indices



Global economic outlook

Can Central Banks save the day?



Despite reasonable fundamentals, US capex is slowing
Falling durable goods orders signal a slowdown in spending on equipment
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019.



Eurozone growth slows as net trade weakens
Contributions to GDP growth
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 11 November 2019.
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 11 October 2019.

German exports hit badly by Brexit affect so far
Stockpiling ahead of March deadline caused an inventory overhang



More scope to ease in emerging than developed markets
Contrary to the Fed, the ECB and BoJ have less scope to cut policy rates
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Source: IMF, Schroders Economics Group, 2 December 2019. *Euro area is deposit rate.



Interest rates outlook Central banks’ balance sheets

Central banks are expected to ease, though firepower is limited
Fed forecast to cut the most, but ECB to restart QE
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 2 December 2019. Please see the forecast risk warning on the important information slide.
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Pressure shifts to governments to stimulate 
Examining fiscal space
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Source: IMF Fiscal Monitor, Schroders Economics Group. 2 October 2019.



Demographics are a long-term concern for debt sustainability
Debt levels in Europe are elevated, and countries face big demographic challenges
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Source: European Commission, World Bank, Schroders Economics Group. Updated 12 September 2019.



• Brexit  A no-deal Brexit has been averted for this year, but the risk in 2020 remains. A 
general election will now follow and determine the outlook for Brexit. Meanwhile, the 
economy struggles with uncertainty keeping households and corporates cautious. 

• Trade wars to continue Talks are ongoing that may avert the recently announced 
escalation in tariffs. In the meantime, global manufacturing is very weak. Both sides 
clearly have different objectives and endgames in mind. 

• Can Central Banks save the day? We expect several cuts from the Fed, but the ECB 
will have to resort to QE. Fiscal policy would be more effective, but politically it is 
more difficult. 

Trade wars, political disruption & the outlook for the global economy
Conclusions
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Source: Schroders Economics Group.
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